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News From Class Three
Class 3 have been looking into myths from Ancient
Greece. We have learnt how Theseus slayed the Mino
-taur and how Medusa’s vanity was her downfall. We
have also been learning about Charles Darwin’s theory
of evolution. We have enjoyed another singing session
with Class 2 and our voices are becoming strong and
beautiful! We have been sketching Stone Age tools
and finding out what they were used for. We have
also continued our Coding module of Computing in ICT.
Well done for a really hardworking week Class 3!
N e w s
From Class Two
We have had a very busy writing week in Class 2. In Literacy we have
now completed our planning for our very own stories based on the
text George and the Dragon. We will be editing and redrafting them
just like authors do ready to be placed onto the classroom wall. In
Numeracy we have been using playing cards in a game to help us to
create the largest two and three digit numbers based on their place
value. We realised that if we put the largest digit in the 100’s and
10’s columns that this created the largest numbers. In Science we
looked at the effects and dangers of sunlight to humans and the ways
that we can protect ourselves. We are beginning to create a poster
to give to the Class 1’s to help them to understand that wearing a hat,
sunglasses and sum cream with protection factors can help to protect
themselves from the sun!.

News from Class 1
We have had such a fun week in Class 1! The children have been
learning all about the human skeleton and have been identifying
the different bones in their body. We love the Dem Bones song
and have thought of some funny actions to go alongside it. The
Year 1’s have been doing some fantastic number work, looking at
their number bonds and learning how to count. The Year 1’s have
also been reading more of the Alfie goes Camping book and have
been making some super predictions about what could have been
outside the tent. The Reception children have been learning some
of their letter sounds using the jolly phonics songs and actions.
The Receptions have also been looking more closely at their numbers and have been able to count using small teddy bears. A huge
thank you to Pippa who brought in a photo of her and Isla reading
in the tea cups! Come and see if you can spot it on our display :)
It’s been a very hard working week so make sure you refuel over
the weekend and we’ll see you on Monday for more fun and learning!!

